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Név, osztály:

1) Match the sentences.
C Why did you choose this profession?

/5 pont
A No, sorry. It’s a rental car. I’m not used to it.

B Tell me about your previous work experience.

B I have gained experience of traffic control,
catching criminals, driving patrol cars and working
with multicultural communities.

E What are your strengths?

C I’ve always wanted to be a policeman. It has
been my dream since I was a child.

A Do you know how fast you were driving?
D In Hungary you can’t operate a vehicle after
consuming any alcohol.

D Oh, sorry. I didn’t know that.
E I am quite good at solving problems. I am a very
strong team worker and a good motivator.

2) ……………………………………..that you are advertising for Probationary Police
Officers and are asking suitable candidates to apply in writing. (Simple choice)
X I have noticed on your force website
I am really interested in this position

/1 pont

my greatest strengths are
I strongly believe

I am currently employed as a

3) ……………………………………..and wish to apply for it. Please find attached with this
letter my CV which gives you details of my career history and academic
qualifications. (Simple choice)
/1 pont
my greatest strengths are

I strongly believe

I have noticed on your force website

I am currently employed as a

X I am really interested in this position

4) …………………………………….uniformed police officer, where I have proved my
loyalty. (Simple choice)
/1 pont
I strongly believe
I am really interested in this position

my greatest strengths are
X I am currently employed as a

I have noticed on your force website

5) I feel that ……………………………..my ability to work closely with colleagues and
successfully conduct patrols of buildings or sites. (Simple choice)
/1 pont
I am currently employed as a
I strongly believe

I have noticed on your force website
X my greatest strengths are

I am really interested in this position

6) ………………..……………..these qualities make me suitable for the job. (Simple choice)

/1 pont

I have noticed on your force website
X I strongly believe

I am really interested in this position
my greatest strengths are

I am currently employed as a
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7) Are the following statements true or false?

/5 pont

Vehicle collisions are the biggest cause of officer injuries and deaths.

X True

False

Cars are a greater threat to police officer safety than guns.

X True

False

Body armour is comfortable, especially in hot weather.

True X False

It is not necessary for police officers to check their equipment before every shift.

True X False

The WIN-process will help you make effective decisions.

X True

False

8) Match the words with their meanings.

/5 pont

C shoplifting

A take secretly, without right

B crime scene

B place of a crime

A steal

C taking goods from the shop without paying

D burglary

D crime of breaking into a house to steal

E kidnapping

E taking a child away from his or her family

Értékelés:

/20 pont

Ez a feladatlap a Redmentával készült.
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